A frequency-domain procedure for the design of sliding mode controllers for multi-input,
13, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Hence, only a brief, simplified overview is given here, with emphasis on implementation and design issues.
The key properties of a sliding mode controller are well known and are reviewed here without proof. 21 a.) While on the sliding mode, the system dynamics are invariant to matched uncertainty.
b.) The hypersurface that describes _ = 0 defines the transient response of the system during the sliding mode.
c.) While on the sliding mode, the trajectory dynamics are of a lower order than the original model.
Consider the uncertain system with m inputs and n states given by:
._(t) = A(x,'_ + B(x,t)u(t)+ f (t,x,u) (1) 
Yh =Ch xh +Dh KbYc Ys =Cfxf+DfKhYh the equivalent unity feedback system (as in Fig. 2 ) is defined in state space as Aa 0n_×no= 0n_xno2 0n_xnos 0n_xnf 0n_xnh
Now the effects of hedging can be examined on the 
And a hedge plant of the form (a low-pass filter):
The hedge plant, Gh, in Eqn. (10) has relative order 2 and is intended to be used with a system with a relative order of 1. The extra pole is added in order to have additional high frequency roll-off. In general, the simplified3model can be designed to be close to the original hedge system and will achieve the same desired effects. (1) +20 dB/dec slope at low frequencies
-20-r dB/dec slope at frequencies where the actuators distort the magnitude curve (r = relative degree of nominal system with no actuators) -20.r-20 dB/dec slope at high frequencies
The desired hedge signal loop shape can be created (for a system with relative degree 1) using the hedge plant and hedge filter given in Eqns. (9) the SMC systemfrom the observer. Systemerror is then defined as e(t)= pc(t)-l_(t).
Specialcare must be given to ensurethe dynamics of the uncontrolled variablesremain stable. This assumptionis analogousto the minimum phaseassumptionusedin feedback linearizationY Also, if there are redundant control effectors for the desired moments/pseudo-commands, a controldistributionmatrix mustbe defined.
(4) The slidingmanifold, c_, is chosenbaseduponthe following principles: a) _ is derivedfrom a trackingerror expressionas = e((j'_-'+K p_2e (t)p-2+K oe (t) + K , J"e (t) dt (11 ) where p is the relative order of the system, i.e., the number of times the vehicle output must be differentiated for the input to appear. Note that the (p-l) st derivative of the error signal is included in the definition of 6. An integral term also appears in Eqn. (11) to counter the steady-state bias often created with the use of a boundary layer.
b)
Recognizingthat a boundary layer is to be implemented,the control law is expressedas a linear transferfunction, assumingthe boundarylayer is large enoughto remainwithin the linearregionof the saturationelement.
The (6) Next, the boundary layer is increased until a continuous control signal is achieved.
For this model, e = 1 is chosen for all three channels. Again, the performance is excellent, even in the face of large system failures.
(7) The next step is the inclusion of the actuators. The actuators are second order with rate and position limits. As expected, the nominal system immediately goes unstable.
(8)- (9) The next steps are to design the observers and hedge models. In this procedure, 
